
VISION AQUA®

Water filtration systems for
mobile and stationary

applications.
Be surprised by the pleasant taste of the

highly pure, crystal-clear water.
Do something good for your body and mind.

CLEAN WATER
OF A SPECIAL

KIND



WATER FILTERS THAT BELONG IN
EVERY HOUSEHOLD
The clean water from VISION AQUA® water filters is available to you
in the best quality. Drinking pleasure is guaranteed to become an
experience. With our water filters, you can be sure that you always
enjoy fresh, crystal-clear water.

Verdanium MAX
The Verdanium MAX water filter
leaves nothing to be desired. It is
the integrated solution for your
entire kitchen and even supplies
devices such as dishwashers,
steamers, etc., with clean water.

Verdanium HOME
The Verdanium HOME water filter
quickly becomes the centrepiece
of the family kitchen. It easily fits
under any sink and provides
sustainable drinking water of the
best quality for the whole family.

VA-Mini
With its compact design, the VA-
Mini water filter makes the desire
for clean water come true even in
small kitchens and households of
up to two people.

Clean drinking water for everyday
The VISION AQUA® water filtration systems provide clean water with great taste, day after day - whether at the
office, at home or on the go.We have developed our water filters tomeet the needs of our customers. Our customers
already love the result!

With our water filtration systems "Made in Germany," we set new standards for purity,
taste, safety, and reliability.

Avoid plastic waste
In Germany alone, around 2,000,000 plastic bottles are consumed every hour. The production of plastic bottles
requires approximately 438,000 tons of crude oil and natural gas condensates per year - enough to heat 356,000
single-family homes for one year. With a water filter from VISION AQUA®, you can help significantly to reduce these
amounts.

VISION AQUA®
household water filters



Enjoy pure drinking pleasure anytime.
If you choose clean drinking water daily, VISION AQUA® is the right choice. For on-the-go and at home, our water
filters provide the highest quality. They are easy to install and, at the same time, efficient, sustainable, and robust.

Verdanium GEO
The Verdanium GEO water filter is
ideal for the on-the-go and home.
It can be easily installed and
operated in a mobile home and a
home kitchen.

Clean drinking water always with you
Whether on the go, in amotorhome, or on a boat, with VISIONAQUA®'s mobile water filters, you can enjoy safe, clean,
and delicious drinking water anywhere. You no longer must carry bottles and waste limited storage space but can
open the tap and enjoy your water without any worries.

No matter what freshwater you come across on vacation, with the help of VISION
AQUA® water filters, it will be safe, crystal clear, and easy to digest.

VA-Basic PLUS
The VA-Basic PLUS water filter for
your motorhome, campervan, or
boat. Connected to the freshwater
tank, you always have clean
drinking water. It can be directly
connected to the 12V onboard
electrical system.

VA-Basic
With the VA-Basic water filter, you
always have clean drinking water
on your travels, in hotels, or vacati-
on homes. The water filter fits ea-
sily into any travel luggage and
works without electricity.

WATER FILTERS FOR VACATIONS
Travelling in a motorhome and camper is becoming increasingly
popular. It is all the more important to rely on safe drinking water
here. With VISION AQUA® water filters, you no longer must worry
about drinking water quality and can enjoy your vacation with peace
of mind.

VISION AQUA®
Mobile water filters



GUARANTEED DRINKING PLEASURE
Drinking water should taste good, support the body optimally, and be
clean. Which water can do that? Ideally, spring water quality water that
is safe and clean. We are the specialists in this area and are happy to
advise you. Let yourself be inspired by the incomparable taste of high-
purity water from a VISION AQUA®water filter.

Safe, Clean, and Delicious – Only with VISION AQUA®

Clean drinking water always and everywhere; that's precisely what we offer at VISION AQUA®. Water filter systems
that produce such fine water that the desire to drink water increases. However, clean water provides many more
advantages and applications than just drinking. It can be used to cook tasty dishes and enhance beverages. It can also
be used in technical areas such as ironing, cleaning, rinsing, etc. It is used wherever clean and soft water is needed.
We are confident that you and your family will be fascinated and impressed by VISION AQUA®.

Moreover, with our water filter systems, you can actively contribute to environmental
protection by altogether avoiding drinks in disposable bottles. With us, you always
enjoy safe, clean, and delicious drinking water 365 days a year.

Water filters MADE IN G RMANY
VISION AQUA® chose its location in Germany for a good reason. Germany provides optimal conditions for producing
our water filtration systems with qualified personnel and our own production facility on site. VISION AQUA® is
synonymous with quality that many companies and consumers worldwide trust. It is no surprise that our products are
also popular outside of Germany.

Maximum quality, outstanding performance, and satisfied customers are our top
priorities. Our team works hard every day to meet these demands.



Your personal consultant:

VISION AQUA®Technology GmbH
Dorfstr. 20
85298 Scheyern / Vieth
Germany

Web: www.vision-aqua.de
eMail: ticket@visionaqua.de
Phone: +49 (0) 8441 79 79 730

Redeemable in the VISION AQUA® online shop at
www.shop.visionaqua.de/en for a water filtration
system with a minimum order value of 2,000 €.

No cash payment, not combinable.

Coupon code:

Boating150

150€
discount when purchasing a water

filtration system from us.

VISION AQUA®


